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CTfAPT Ii!ll - VI 

RENl? FLOH PROC~l3~ IN THB POSITIVE COLID::·m 

Ol•' A LOh' PHE3SUIU! 1!Ei1.CURY AHC. 

IN'.fRODUC'"£ION 

Tha heat transport properties of confined electric are 

plasma (1. e. the electrle :.n--c burning in a tnbe 1:d.th cola. 

l>talls) 1'la.Ve bee·n investigated by 0. num'her o'f: imrestigators 

(baring the past :Ce'!Jr deca(l~s (Maeek.er, 1000; Ulenbuech, 1964; 

·Enunoina anf1 Lancl, 1D62, etc. )• Emtr.ojns and. I1~md (196~) measured. 

the thermal conduetivi ty of argon ano. hel'b:tm between EOOOOJ'< to 

lOOOOoti. They aesnmed. ~lenbaaa-Hellar heat 'halance equation 

(li:lenbaas, l.9~l) 't.tit"h the 1ncluc1on or a ra<liation terrn. The 

modal, a.s it l'lsa been treated, rests UJ)on an eqt1utton e::.:press-

1ng simply the balance:-.1 of three. terms : 

(1) Heat generation 'by Joule mffeot, 

(2} Hea:t transfer by thermal conduction, 

(3} Heat trans f <-3~ 'by radiation. 

Ha..,ever, they were able to sha.r tl1ot the ra<liation JD)ss 't.ras a. 

fetv percent of the total lcro;ss and in their report t'hq radiation 

effect had. 'been lumtH':ld ,,rith some effective ·thermal cond.nc.rtivity. 

In general, the electrical conrluctivity assumes n railial tUstri

bntion Hithin tl1e arc tube but for simplification they assumed. 



the "Channel Model" (Hoyaux, 1968) for the electrical con ... 

duotiv1 ty d1s tribut:lon "'ithin the arc. 

In a. lat~r paper Emmq;na (1007) stttd.ied the heat 

transport or h18h temperature (7Eoo% to l37EO~), h:tgh 

pressure argon and helium gas using confined. electric arc and 

tacltled the problem very rigorously treating the raclta.tton 

lQSS in an adeQUate manner. 

KnoptJ an(1 Oarnbel (1966) measured the radial tempel~a ... 

ture distrihtttion vrithin a cylindrically aymmetrie argon 
• 

plasma. column by apectrosoop1.e method. Us1.ng the measured 

tempera ~ttre profiles and the oret ica11y calct~la. tad l"ad ia ted 

power•, the thermal aond.uctivi ty of argon was dntarmined. . for the 

temperature :range 8EOOo.tr to l2COO"K .. 

Most of the experiments aimed at rleterm1n1ng the 

tranoport properties of noble gases at very high te&'lperattn:-es. 

At those tempera.tt.~res th0rma.l ionization prevails. and radlal 
' d1str1bu.tion of e1Elctro1cal conduo.ti,rity ana thermal conduct!.-

vity could be calculated using Saba's ~uSttion knc.n;ing the 

radial distribution of the gas temperutu:t"e T. !n those casAs -

all the eonstit·uents of the r~as ,.rere conai(lered to be in 

tbermal eqnillibr1tlm. Goldstein and Seld.gu.c'hi (l9EB) have done 

elegant experiments employing rtr!crmrave taclmique to (J.~termine 

thermal conductivity of a c.ecaying gla.1 disc'ha.r~@ plasma 'tih~re 

the plasma constituents 'Here also !n thermal equ1llibr1t~m. 

I 

i 
i 



It 1s ~;ortmrhile to mBntion at this stage tbat no 

reference in the 11 teratnre is available "lhere the process 

of :heat flm1 1n a confined low pressure arc (where the 

electrons are far from being in thermal equ1111.b::r11lm lrl.th 

the heavier constituents) has been adeqt:tately stud.ied., The 

vrork preseuted in this Chapter devotes to. stua.y setn1~ 

emperically · the heat . fl01-1 processes OOC\11-.!.'i.H E! "Yli thin a 10'-'' 

pressure mercury arc plasma. 

In. a previous Cllapt~r and. also in a paper by the 

present author and. others (Ghosal et al 19'78) it 'has lH')en 

shmm. that ,,Jhen an arc is formed "rithin a ttihe, the current 

d.ensi ty is not uniform throughout the cross-section but is 

ma."'t1r:mm a.t the GJ.:is e_nd rnintmtun at the perinhe:ry. This pheno

menon gives rioe to selective self-heating at tho axis of the 

aro plasrta. The arc continnonsly absorbs po"rer from the 

source an'l gi'\.·es it away to the ourroundings.; One might 

therefol'e be tempted to consider that the mechanism of 

selective self-heating might he ~ployed to determine thermal 

conductivity of the plasma. There nre justifications in 

neglecting tht3 effect of raui.ation and convection in the case 
... 

of 10\-" tempero tu.re arcs but neverthelesn 1 t is wortmrh11e 

• It may be seen itt our d.:tscu.ssion tl1a.t even igno't"ing the 
effect of. radiation and. convection the ol1to.ined value of 
ion-neutral atom collision cross-·seetion falls at the hiP.her 
side. If a.ny significant contribution of thosq terms are 
1nco1'porated the oalcule:xt ions wonlcl lead. to absurd rE!lsnl ts. 
Thus t•Je may assume that tl10 ralii::.1tion and convectton (.'.d'f'~ets 
are fairly small if _not 1ns1gni.ficant. 



to mention that in this case th~:~ process of heat flO'{·t requires 

close observations. In a ·t-Jeakly ionised plaamn both the 

electronic nnd molecular contri'bnt•lons to thermal conductivity 

are to be considered. One might predominate su11stantially 

over the other depending on the electron temperature,.t~mpera

ture gra(lients (electron .tem:perntur€1 and gas temperatn:re etc.). 

2.'here might be present another tlechan1srn of heat f.ltl"r othf~r 

than thermal conduct·j_on, radiation and con~reetion, ,,.,•hich. arises 

clue to the fact that electl'on (lanai ty <'lietriJn1tion 1rl. thin tlle 

arc may.cause diffusion and enerfy might be carriea nvay by the 

electrons~ In contrast to the case of hif!h pressure arc this 

· mechanism of heat flovt might play a sip.n1f1cant role in case of 

low pr()ssure arcs. _ 

The purpose of the follm-Jing article1ts to present thG 

st·tuly of these precesses and. to compare them in the present 

expGrimental conditions. It v.•ill also be shOtJn that this sttl,ly 

yields valuable information about electron~atom collision cross

section at very low electl:"on f.mergies. 

THEOR"gTICA1, cmmrntmAT ION 

In the previons Chapters (Cha.pter IV and V and also 

(Jhosal et al 1978) it has been r~ported that t'he present author 

bas a·tml:i.ea the radial structure ·'Or electrical conductiv1.ty of 

a mercur;! al'"C plnsma in en arc ttl'he oy a net,r ro.a1o frequency 

probe tecriniqu.e. ThP)!"a tt lias heen shot·m t'h.at the radial 



electrical conductiv1.ty distribu·t;ion ftmction can l-!~11 'be 

represented by the formula 

• • (6.1) 

v.th.ere r represeu·ts the radial position, · R the ·radius: 
I 

of the tnbe and Cf0 1 ·che conductivity at the axis. ~he 

experimentally determine(} term · n' is rounii t;o 1Je dependent 

on discharge currents. As· indicated in the previous sect1.on 

this ra:d1ul d1str:Umtion of electrical cond.uctivi ty gives rise 

to a distl'ibution of the rate of heating 1ns1ae -Ghe plasma 

cylinder defined by the ra.o.11. r and r + d.r. The rate of 

heating per unit lengtl1 d6<~ v1th1n the annular spe.ce can 'he 

represented as 

'·rhere 2 ('t) is the electri.cal conduc·ta.nce of the annular 

plasma cylinder considered ana. is given by 

L (rr) :::. .2 7i r cr ('f') d. r 

ol ~f) = c Y' cr (r) d. r 

-vrhere C is a constant. The rate or heating insifle the 

plasma cylinder of' radius r is given by 

'(' 

j c 'r CT(t)of. ~ = c F (r) (SQ.~ } 



" tl"' i tl ., t; .:l" "'- Jt l ~.. -- :l ...... £... f .... (-' t) wnere :1. e . i3 .• '\e e ... l.9~ ... ron v.J.Zh,r.t.-..'IU:..-on :Lunc ~.~.~.on, = x> 

iH ths electric fi~ld, V me fs t'he effective electron-atom 

eol.lis,.on fl .. eqn~ncy nnd. rei is the pe:::-tur'hation in t'h~ 

~quilil.rr11.un d1stri'buti.on -function. At equi11'briurn,cons1.~.o:t"iug 

one-d1rJeneional case and to.kincr first order nppro:i>::1.me.tion 

(r!tH.mrain.g f ei is very smail in cc.;.;•ar>o.rison to the eq.u1li'brb;_r.1 

dif;tribut:tcm i'uncti.on f~0 ) and. thmro'h.y linenrioi.nG one {!eta, 

'Hhere Ez is the f1e1.:1. produced in the z ... d~.reotto1l Clue tb· 

diffusion of c11U1?gea. poT'tieles, vh.ere i;he eQtr111.'hl"1nm functto(l 

is giVAD bj,' 

... (6.4) 

•• (6.E) . 



(Since '\..re are 1nterastetl. in calculating the 'heat flu:z "re 

int entiona.lly omit the contribl:ttion of the su~ply field 
I 

because the net heat flux within a given cylina.rical 'rolume \ 

due to the presence ot• this field ,,;ill be zero). 

proper value of 

ion density to b~ appT-o~1mately equzl i.e. ne~ n1 = n(z) 

and thare is no net uccuJnttlation of charge in the plasma, we 

get (see append:l.:>( 6A), 

Di. - •• (6 .. 6) 

wJ1ere D9, 'Di and fo' p-1 are the diffusion coefficients 

and mobilities of electrons and ions respectively 

or, 

De-Di. 

fA-e.,. }ti 
•• 

Substituting equation (6.7) in ~1uation (6.3) 

d. cp(~) ~t!(J - - v._ 1 . 
ell gv, - 'V>te..Te/ 

i 

EJJeo -
~l •• 

(6.7) 



• 

-C"e J'" 
2.. 

cu,-.J b -= 
v.,( LP 

where a.-- 2-k '21ik 

fJ/eo 
- B 19 '2-

ana also 2 cp (l) A B "2 a -- -
J 1P:z 

r~ tM..rz 
\rlhere A =- ( ~~~re ~ r., -:: 

2 R. T.e. 

lr 
.f 1'31· 

( 

r~specti,.rely., one ohtain$, 

) 

•• (6ol0) 

•• {6.11) 

•• (6.lla} 

•• 



Thu$3 the electron eo:ntril:mt1on of. heat flilx can be obtained as, 
+I>C 

.J-1 '- o JJ/"" " (I "''--":) 1Jr j e cL 1!'>: ol_ "1 at 1ft2 

-r:l:' 

" j jJ"' o ( ~ "'" "l) ,;;, ( f •• + {, ', + J, :} ol v, ol "i1 J J'z 

=i ~ ( i »'< 1) ') ~ {,' d1JJ<,/. '7 J 11.1}•/L M,1! ~ l)i' f. >-'{,{,Jl'-' 
-oe 

•• (6.13) 

·Vanishes) 

(See Appendi~ 6B) .. 

The terms H1 and 112, 1. e. the 1st .. an(l 2nd. integral$ of 

equation (6.13) can be obta1nel'1 by using equations (6.8), 

(6.,9), (6.10), (6.11), (6.lla) and (6.13}. 

2 D-e 
2 

•• 

••• 

(6.14) 

s 1\o cp(-z) ~~ . T-e 
wbere k.e-= 2 ~ , .., ia tba electronic tl:1ermal 

'"'e. v""'.J!. 
con due ti v1 ty or the plasma an 11 ]) .e. = k 7 .e 

'M,e. Vm.e. 
is the diffusion 

coefficient of electrons. 

• ! 
I 



And •• (6.16) 

and since Jle)) fi , ·t-re can vrite to a 1st. appro~tmation, 

'.l'hus equation 

(te + r ( r o ~ (I - t;~ ) . 
(6.16.) becomes, ) · 

(6.17) 

o( T.e f· 
- l<-e._ 

5 L 

1-le - no "<. T .e. _ • P.e (G.lB) :: 
o{~ 2 . r-!L . •• 

or y~ - ke 
cA i.e. 

- ~ 'Y\o"'-.1~ DA 
c\ ~· {p) 

(6.19) = •• o\l 2- ~l 

where D A-::. r ~ .. D.e_ is the approximate arnn!polar <1!ffuaion 

coefficient. ~:second. term of the R.H.s. of' equation (6.19) 

can be interpreted in the following way : 

The flux of electrons le_ executi11g a,mbipola:it diffusion 

is given by, - D . o( n (z) D Y\ ~ 4> (J) .. r; = . A ol...z = - tl o d 'l 

TJ1erefore, energy flux carried. away by these electrons wtll he 



the average kinetic energy multiplied by /e· 

Again, average K.E. 

Thus heat flu:x will be, 

Hence, the 2nd. term on ths R.R.s. of' equation {6.19) is the 

heat flux due to the ambipolar diffusion of electrons. 

~he total heat flux, h~~er, 'rlll contain other 

terms Ht and Hn tor the ton species and the neutral particle 

species respectively. H1 can be neglected in comparison to 

H9 since ion temperature is Vf3!'Y small in comparison to t:hat 

ot electrons~ 

where Kn is the thermal conductivity for the mercury gas. 

Assuming cylindrical symm(!.ftry z can be t-eplaeea. by 

tha radial. variable r. 

'Rene a 
"'2.. o/T~ 

.S 1-l.o "- A (r) T e. -H ::: - - - · - 't' _e r-2. l?l..e. , ) Cll, 

. V<Me... 



length of rad.iua r :s given by, ..4. J. f (•) 
c F ( r) "' 2.1i { ~ :::::_. ~ t/>C•) T< 'j :"- -f no!{ r_. f~ De ol ,. 

~ - Kh dT-n.7 
d..r) 

or, rJ.s&uming %.("P) ?- Te. ·, i.a. some suitable average val·n.;, of 

electron tempart:~ture vi tbin tne plasma column, 

c fF (~) J.. \ , 11 [~ ~ k.?- ffl . -r / 1 _ T. .) + 2 nl)~r.e. ~ Pr<.(cpo-~) 
) - ~ ..l. 2 /'Y\.e y?n.L I.e.. Ve.o .ew 2 rR J 

0 

•• 

uhere ·tha su1:1"1ces o and w refer to the valu~s of the 

relevant qua.n.titioo at the axis and o.t tll.e \ro.ll reopoot1vely. 

A.guin, let us turn our attention 1~o the equation (6.2), 
R j y rr-('>')..J.Y = c F ( R.) = ~. ( <~~ 

0 

• 
whore Q0 is tl1e total ra.tt;} or l1ooting 1ns1t:lo the -plasma 

oolttr!m ot' tmit length. Thus, 

c - ~" /r (R) 

... 



·(henceforth omitting the ~a! (.) sign ove~ Te) 

t-Jith 

},~ I . 
_A ~o r;r.) d._ r .. F (R) 

o<-

fl = 

2 

(Sea Appendix 6-G). 

k.'j,.. 

(6.21} 

•• 

•• 

•• 

The electrical cond.uct1 v:l ty at the axis of the plasma. colunm 

is given by the relation, 

'1-. 
'Roe 

~ :::: 

~e. i>~P-:Cbus, 
•• 

')... 

rX S' ~k = -
2- C2'l. •• (6.26) 

and cr; ~ 11.- r~ 1... 

~ . T -e_ 

f -:: - e_'l. 
2. ro •• 



Asouming ¢ (-r) ~ Y2- to a lst. ap'!')ro::t1me.t1.on, we can re".¥!'1te 

equation (6.21) in the form 

The quantity 

using thermometers (vide experimental arrangement). If the 

longitudinal el~tric field or the plasma is assut'!ed to be 

uniform throughout the cross-section of the plasma the quan

tity ( T9 - Tn) 'becomes a constant parameter 1trl thin f. t. • 

Hence equation (6.28) takes the form,_ 

------------------------------------------------------------
* This is true sinee elootron temperature Te is, 1n the 

constant collision appro~1mat1on, related to the gas tempera
ture T g and the applied electric field 8 as follm.rs : 

7€ ::: ~~ + ~R (..eE J~ Y~)l. (P.ersscr. 1 1360 

t'lhera M ana m are the masses of the neutral gas 
particle and the electron, respectively, while k is the 
Boltzmann constant. 



t.Jhere wo llave put Wo = 1 and ' = o aeoord.tng to the 

proposed distribution function, 
R. ... 

j jr rr(Y) d Y' 

" d:r 
0 '(" 

The quantity~c 

can be determined if (!" (r} is known hefore'P.and. 

The equation (6.29) can also be written as 

. .-

~0 -:= ~1<.-T QJ)_r ~h (6.30) •• 

t-rhere 
. s k.l o-o· Te. ( T 'h o - T>t w ) 

,. __ 
~K = __, 7\-

.2. . e2. }\.. •• (6.31) 

is the rate of heat flo"r from tha plasma pQr u.ni t l~ngth to 

the ,.rall due to electronic thermal eouductivi ty; 

•• 

is the heat flCM rate due to ambipole.r d.iffusi.on of e1eetrons; 

and 

•• 



1s the heat ·:e101,1 rat~ dne to t'hemal conduction of neutral 

particles. 

The sahematio axper1mental arrange~ent 1s shown in 

figure (6.1). The apparatus consists of a rneroury arc tu'he 

(length: 31 ems., inte:r"na.l dia.: l.E cma.; external <lia.: 

1.9 ems.) "rith the usual D.c. OQ'ttrce, :rheostat (R), ammete:r(A) 

ar!."angements. Th~ are tube has got some special constrttetional 

features. A con,ienser of length 20 ems. is 1'1 tted along the. 

mid-portion of. the tube to fac111 tate t'he flat.,. of "t-rater around 

the 'POSitive. eolumn of the mercury arc. The temperatu.ra of the 

outflat-ling l-ra.ter can l>e meosnred \rl th an oro1naey mercury 

tllermometer fitted t<tith the condenser. A thin glass cnpsule 

containing a smnll platinum-wire coil is placed at the ax!s of 

the tuba. The coil l1av:l.ng 1 t~ leads outside tl1e tube serves 

the purpose of' a platinum resistance thermometa~. The other 

o.c9essor!es ~.,hich are required. to record the resistance of the 

thermometer a.t different temperatures are not shown in tl1e 

figure. There is also a double-pro'he armngement to measur~ 

the voltage acroaa the positive column ana. one of the pro'hes 

may be utilised to measure the electron temparaturo. 



20/ 

The ex!)erimantal -procedure is quite atraight ... fol"t>?ard. 

The platinum resistance themomete:r is first calibrated and 

~rater is made to flot-r through the eontlenser. The arc is then 
. . 

dra.~ .. m along the tube. r:Jome time is allmrea to pasa to achieve 

the thermal equ111br11lt!l of the platinum thermometer Hi.th the 

mercury vapour at the rudatt The ternperatt1r.e of the platinum 

thermometar reads Tno' tlte t&nperature at the axis. The 

mercury thormometer reads the temperature Q bi' the outf'ltM1ng 

water. llu.e to the finite condueti.vity of. glass., this g i.e 

not the actual pariph~r~l t001peratura of the plasma. Kn~ting 

the thtol<:l'less and the conduct'! vi ty ( Kg ) of the glass or the 

tube, the actual peripheral temperature Tnw is calculated. 

The e:x:perirnent is repeated for different discharge currents • 
• 

In each case the rate of supply of' heat Q0 is calculated by 

knat,ring tbe discharge current and tl1~ voltage across tha plasma 

column under study" The experimental ~~sults are given bel0'-11 

in tabular torm (Table 6.1) ,tb1ch is self.,.explnne.tory. The 

Q0 •s baYe lleen calculated. from the moosu.red values of E and I. 



DISCUSSIOI'4 

In Chapter lV (and t-llso Ohosal et al, 1978) the 

electrical conductivity distribution function was determined 

for an arc plasma in an arc tube baving.tho sat~e dimension 

as the present one ana the discharge conditione also vrer~ the 

same. Hence herte o.lso t.re ussur!ltJ the aame set of distribution 

functions at 2.3 amps., 3.1 amps. and 4.0 amps., of diseharge 

currents. Tho value or the ouantity R r- ~ 

I jr- (J ('r )d.. Y' 

" d:r 
. ~ . 

A 
0 

where 

on discharge currents, may be solved. numerically. Gi .. .ren 

belm>T 1n Table 6.2 the values or (1"0 ,. n ana "- at 

different discharge curr~nts. 



1' 

TAiltE - 6.1 

\ 
E:.merirn~ntal Results 

Discharge Long1tu- Q0 in Tempera- Tempe- Actual eurrent dinal ergs/ ture at rature 3as in Amps .• elootrlc em. sec. the arls of t11e temp. 
field in irl oc out- a;t tl1e 

(I) volt( em. flat-ring peri-
(E) (f.no> '\-later phery 

in cc in OC 
( Q ) (Tnw) 

2 •. 3 o •. sBE 1.~57 102.8 37 •. 5 41.3 

3.1 0.472 1.46 lOf .• JS 3B.O 41.6 

1 0.425 .43.1 4 .• 0 1.70 111.4 . 39 .• 0 
-. I 

T T Electron · no--nw 
temp .. in 1n oc · O"L{ (Probe 
meas,) 

( 'Xa ) 

61.5 l.76xlo4 

63.9 · t:;o 103 3 .... X 

68.3 3 3.23x10 · 

Average 
gas tem-p •. 

- -T -g- Ti 
1 OK n • • 

34S.l0 

346.!!5 

aso.ao 

~ 
~ 

w 



Values o; (} 9 , .n and A for dif:t'erent discha;,.ga current_: 

Discharge " 

u: A currant in 0 n 
Amp. ( I ) 

(mhos/em~) ....,. _ .. -
2.3 ·6.26 2.200 o.ssoo 

I 

3.1 l8.0S 3.859 l.OE6l 

4.0 - 26.55 ~.984. 1.0676 

In table e.a the valtH~s of quantities Q0 , -~ and ~ 

(in Joules/om. see.) are insert;ad for three different d1sel1:-:.rge 

currents (2.3 amps., 3.1 amps. anrl 4.0 amps.). To obtain ~n• 

the vnlue of Kn !las beEm taken to be 1.5 x lOS . cals/~t;t•aea. 

obtained from the kinetic theory data for mercury gns. 

It may clearly be seen that there is little contr1bu • 

. tion of Qn, t.e. the heat flow due to n~1tral ~articles, to 

the total heat now- rate. It 1a also observed. that lieat flmT 

due to electronic thermal condttotivtty is balov· 30~ of the 

total :t'lattY rate for 2.3A c11.scharge current a.nfl at loHer electron 

temperatures the contribution of electronic thermal conducti

vity term decreases ann 1n tlle present s1 tuation heat is mainlY 

carried away to the wall by electrons d.ue to arnb1polar d.iffnston. 



• The column for ·Qn has been obtained from th~ equation 

(6.30) and ~n has been neglected. · 

lto~.r equati.on (6.32) may 'be utilised to obtain tne 

mobility ratio 1"1/(.le or expressing this ratio in tam~ of 

the mean free path ratio "-t/.1\.rz.one obtains fran equation 

where Tt is the avaroga ion temperature. 

Here we aball make another assumption : 

- -Tt ~ Tn where Tn 1a the average gas tempera-

ture, and. so i-re can rm..rri te equation ( .B.a4) as 

T.e_~ ~tt 
7/'~ ~~ 

where 'tJ€/ttJL· is the ratio of the eleet't'Oll•atom to ion-atom 

crooa•seetion. In the 7th., column (Table 6. 3) the obta.inad 

values ot ~~/1tc.· are inserted., Since in the present experi

ment the ion energy remains fairly eonsta.nt, 't.re can assume Qi 

to be a constant qt,a.nt1. ty.. Th:na 1 t rnay he seen that· th~'lre is 

a remarkal>le increase of eleetron-atorn collision cross. 

section as the electron tetnperat"tlre falls to a· value of the 

order of 3 x 103 OJ( {at. c1iscb._qrge cn:rrenta 3.-l ancl 4.,0 amps.) 

from its value l.76xlo4 ~ at 9..3 amps. discharge cu~rent. 



In tb.e 9th. column the elec·tron anergies are 1nserte'1 

tn electron volt. The elaetro11 .. Rg. atom eollis1on eroso

section can be eatimat~d from Brode's measurements {Br~le, 

1933) aud(M:aasey, 1009). · Btrt i'or energies· ( l ev. the q
9 

vr,lues a.re not \-tell knotm (Von gugel, 1964). Rmtever, qe 

oan be. obtained from Brode's curve for electron energy ?.• 97 

av. This is :found to be 6,2~6 x 10•16 sq. en. Utilising this 

q•. •s 1 7 -~ -lF Value of tle the value of' "" J. olJta i1ef1 to. be 16 • S;J.W.-0. . 

sq. ern. This value shows quite an orr1er of mugnitud.e agree ... 

ment ~.rith the tnercury atom-atom colltoion. crosn-sect1on,~·rl'l1ch 

:ts 4 7T Ji r2 = 8.059 x lo-16 sq., om., ~rhare r is the ra.cl'.tus 

This agreement not only justifies ou~ 

previous arguments b1tt e.lao tha ol;tainod value of q1 can ··be 

utilized to deteiwd.ne tha valueEJ of q 9 ·at two different 

electron energies below l ev .. ,. thus enabling us to extend 

~rede's curve 1n the lat.re1• electron energies (Table 6.4). our 

results also corroborate:,; t-rith the results o'htu1ned l"'y 

Ma:r.genan;:: aud Adler (l9f0) ,.rho predicted an occurrence of 

maxima .in the region of lov1er electron ellerg1es from where 

l3rode' a measurements begin. The obtained. 111 gh values of 

electr.on .. atom collision cross-sections at lmrer electron ener

gies also explains the sudden fall of aleetron tempera~J~e at 

h1ehar d1ocharge currents, since as the current 1s increased. 

the vapour pressure Of l!g. increases, and thereby lat-lf9!'S the 

electron energy to some extent. These 1~1 energy electrons 



a.ge.:tn suffer greater nu .. mber of collisions due to sharp 

rise of q0 at lcn-rer electron enClrgien, ther~'hy latrTaring 

the electron energy again and the process continues until 

the equ.i111n·iuro is reached.. 



I Qo ~X 
( in nmp.) ( Grgs/ em. (er.gs/cm. 

see.) sec .• } 

2 .• 3 l.€8 . o.4e 

3.1 1.46 0.22 

4.0 1.70 0.32 

Dise'harge 
currant · 
(amp.) (I) 

2-.3 

3 .. l 

4.0 
----~-

TABLE - 6.3 

·• ·"> 

~;{ ·~ 'Q n K tl 
(ergs/em. (ergs/em.seo.) .... !) 

sec.) 

1.12 2.76 x 1o•2 0 .• 28 

1.24 2 4o 1o•2 
• X o.lc 

1.38 l ...;2 :?..c3 :x· o 0.19 

TABLE - 6.4 

Eleetron qe 
energy 

(ev.) (sq. em •. )· -
2.rfl s.2a x lo-15 

0.4S 1.6.'3 x lo-13 

0.41 I l~S3 X 10•13 

q~ q1 Te in Oft 

0.371 l.76:do4 

<"') 

9 •. 723 a.EO:xlo·:'l 

9.149. 3 °3xl03 
~~-~·t:.. 

-~ '--------~-----' 

• 

. 

Electron 
energy 
in ev. 

2.r!7 

o.4fi 

0.42 

-·---.--~·---- --~-

1\J 
<"!. 

"? 



Arr1v1n~ ~t Equation (6.6) 

Let us supposG that at an instant of ·t'!me tbe positive 

ions and electrons assume the aame arb1 trary spa t1al density 

distribution 't·r1 t'hi.n the plasma. In some later instant of time 

the distribution ,,s expected to be changed due to unequal 

d1i'ftla1on velocity for the lighter and heavier ions or the 

plasma. As the density distribution ~1nction for the two 

species go on to differ, an electrie field is set up which 

'Wotlld reta~d the electrons and enhance t·he positive ion motion. 

lF?hen the equllibrl.um ia reaehed the flow of both the TJositive 

tons and the electrons becot(les equal. The flat-r of ions is 110\.T 

governed by the combined. effect of diffusion and d!'ii't due to 

the apace charge field produced~ The particle flux of the 1on 

type o(, tln.ta may be gtven by 

'tv-hera Do<' ana )Ud are the diffusion coefficient and mobil.i ty 
~ 

of the ion type o( and Es is the space eblrge field prod.t1ced,. 

~ ~ 

Putting f; -;: fi one obtains, 

Assuming electron, ana ion density to be approximately equal 



i.e. n 9 t£ nt e n(z) we get f'or ona dimensiona.l case 

cA 'v\(l) )..-'. r 
cl 2. - ( €_ r: l (6.6) 
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Evaluation of the ~ntegr.ql~_pf eguation ,$13) 

Formula used 
. oc 

f -B u'- 1/k o(_ LA. -:. J. 3 .... (2.k-J) J 1\ 

0 21<+1 P:-2.~-t-1 
(B.G .• l) 

( 1 ) Since f eo is even function of 1J . ., 

is the oa.a function of valoc1 ty. 

-t-OC 

The tnt egral ( ((, (' 1. ~ v. 1 d... 'lJ. d.v ch~ d) ()'\..o ~ l'vl.e_'IJ- J 2. ]eo x.. if ~ 

-cC 
(11) + OC I 

jjf "r\ (J ( }2. ""e V 1.) v2 £.' ol. l-Ox. r1"' '0- d ~l 

-oO )jt~~ 2. · 2- 3) ( V'2. ) 'Jf~o 1 1 _, - IA..o;tL (1Y-"K- Vz + 1Jq- 1.92 -+ \?2 - - - 01.1.9;t. a(l)J a.~ 
l)'WIR- d 1 

-oO 



2.11 

The first part of the R.H.s. of equation {E.G.~) 

(D.6.l) 

5 = Const. 
4 

Sifllilarly tha second part of ~quat1on (D.G.l) can be obtained 

and may be given by 

.·, 
I 

i· 
I 



Bence 

1" "<? I Jl"'• (±, v') ~I d.,._ d '? ,L,i. 
-IX' 

is given by 

s - ... 
2 

= eonst. j TI '-' 1 
";..;: B": u"-,1. "';~&.",.using aqua tton (6.11) 

-~ 

.A= 
F (R) 

s:·. ~c .. 
. =r 



I 

2. 1_:3 ---- ! 
I 

where F ( r ) = 

F (R) 
2n +I 

Therefor~, A= 
F (R) 

R 
"' j ;; J. r 

0 

['- {I - (IS_/) 

- The integral can be evaluated using 
0 



~carbourgl1' s method. 

.,___. 

~he qua.:ott ties f:'-·iYs- etc. ar~ obtained. numerically 

from the expression .given above for f: and hence }\!_ 8 

ar~ obtained at different discharge currents. These are given 

in tabular form tn the table GA-l. 

. ! 
I 



TABLE 6A-l 

Discharge 'II\ "' ~~. J~ fV\ ~ 

current 1'1 fo tR/~ . .JR A 
in Amp. . - 2.P./!> 3o/~ 4.R/s .. 

-

2 .• 3 2.293' 0 0.8!'38.:5 l.4S60 1.7111 1.6090 1 .• 333~· .8800 

.. 

a.J. 3.859 0 1.~995 1.0046 1.9681 l.SSEO 1.3333 1.0561 

4.0 3 .• 984 0 1.2273 l.93fi2 1.9819 l.6f64 1.3333 1.0676 

___ ., 
~ c ~ .... 

~ ... 
~ 

-- - - - -- - - ----- ---- -- --------- ------------------- ------------ -------- ----------
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Heat flow processes in the positive column of a 
low pressure mercury arc -

S. K. GHOSAL, G. P. NANDI and S. N. SEN 

Physics Department, North Bengal University, Darjeeling; India 

The problem of heat flow processes within a low pressure mercury arc with water
cooled walls has been investigated utilizing the first-order perturbation technique 
to Boltzmann transport equa.tion incorporating the term for the observed high 
gradient of radial distribution of azimuthal electrical conductivity of the arc 
(Ghosal et al. 1978). It is shown that the loss is due to heat conductivity of 
electrons, ions and neutral particles and also due to ambipolar diffusion by 
electrons. The experimental results enable us to calculate separately the 
contribution by the different processes and it is observed that the major part of 
the heat loss is due to diffusion and the loss due to conduction by electrons, ions 
and neutral particles is comp(l.ratively smalL Further from the theory developed 
and the experimental results obtained, it has been possible to calculate the 
pollision cross-section of electrons with. the mercury atoms for electron energies 
less than 1 eV. 

1. Introduction 
The heat transport properties of confined electric arc plasma (i.e. the electric arc 

burning in a tube with cold walls) have been investigated by a number of 
investigators during the past few decades (Maecker '!960, Ulenbusch 1964, Emmons 
and Land 1962, etc.); Emmons and Land (1962) measured the thermal conductivity 
of argon and helium between 5000 K to 10000 K. They assumed Elenbaas-Heller 
heat balance equation (Elenbaas 1951) with the inclusion of a radiation term. The 
model, as it has been treated, rests upon an equation expressing simply the balance of 
three terms: 

(1) heat generation by Joule effect; 
(2) heat transfer by thermal conduction; 
(3) heat transfer by radiation. · 

However, they were able to show that the radiation loss was a few per cent of the 
total loss and in their report the radiat~on effect has been lumped with some effective 
thermal conductivity. In generai, :the electrical conductivity assumes a radial 
distribution within the arc tube but'for simplification they assumed the 'channel 
inodel' (Hoyaux 1968) for the electrical conductivity distribution w!thin the arc. 

In a later paper Emmons (1967) studied the heat transpo-rt of high temperature 
(7500 K to 13 750 K), high pressure argon and helium gas using confined electric arc 
and tackled the problem v~ry rigorously treating the radiation loss adequately. 

Knopp and Cam bel (1966) measured the radial temperature distribution within a 
cylindrically symmetric argon plasmtt.column by spectroscopic method. Using the 
measured temperature profiles and theoretically calculated radiated power, the 
thermal conductivity of argon was determined for the temperature range 8500 K to 
12000K. . 

Received 25 April 1979; accepted 21 June 1979. 
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Most of the experiments aimed at determining the transport properties of noble 
gases at very high temperatures. At those temperatures thermal ionization prevails 
and radial distribution of electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity could be 
calculated using Saba's equation knowing the radial distribution of the gas 
temperature T. In those cases all the constituents oftlie gas. were considered to be in 
thermal equilibrium. Goldstein and Sekiguchi (1958) have done elegant experiments 
employing microwave. techniques to determine the thermal conductivity of a 
decaying glow discharge plasma where the plasma constituents were aJso in thermal 
equilibrium. · 

It is worthwhile to mention at this stage that no reference in the literature is 
available where the process of heat flow in a confined low pressure arc (where the 

. electrons are far from being in thermal equilibrium with the heavier constituents) 
has been adequately studied. The present paper proposes to study semi-empirically 
the heat flow processes occurring within a low pressure mercury arc plasma. 

In the previous paper (Ghosal et al. 1978) it has been shown that when an arc is 
formed within a tube, the current density is not uniform throughout the cross
section but is maximum at the axis and minimum at the periphery. This 
phenomenon gives rise to selective self-heating at the axis of the arc plasma. The arc 
continuously absorbs power from the source and gives it away to the surroundings. 
One might therefore be tempted to consider that the mechanism of selective self
heating might be employed to determine the thermal conductivity of the plasma. 
There are justifications in neglecting the effect of radiation and convection in the case 
oflow temperature arcs but nevertheless it is worthwhile to mention that in this case 
the process of heat flow requires close observations. In a weakly ionized plasma both 
the electronic and molecular contributions to thermal conductiv!ty are to· be 
considered. One might predominate substantially over the other depending on the 
electron temperature, temperature gradients (electron temperature and gas tem
perature), etc. There might be present another mechanism of heat flow other than 
thermal conductio.n, radiation and convection, which arises owing to the fact that 
electron density distribution within the arc may cause diffusion and energy might be 
carried away by the electrons. In contrast to the case of high pressure arc this 
mechanism of heat flow might play a significant role in case of low pressure arcs. 

The purpose of the present paper is to present the study of these processes and to 
compare them in the present experimental conditions. It will also be shown that this 
study yields valuable information about electron-atom collision cross-section at 
very low eiectron energies. 

2. Theoretical consideration 
In a previous communication (Ghosal et al. 1978) the present authors have 

studied the radial structure of electrical conductivity of a mercury arc plasma in an 
arc tube by a new radio frequency probe technique. There it has been shown that the 
radial electrical conductivity distribution function can be well represented :by the 
formula · · · 

a(r)=a{ l-(~YJ (J) 
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where r represents the radial position, R the radius of the tube and CJo the 
conductivity at the axis. The experimentally determined term n is found to be 
dependent on discharge currents. As indicated ·in the previous section this radial 
distribution of electrical conductivity gives rise to a distribution of the rate of 
heating inside the plasma cyiinder defined by the radi! r and r+dr. The rate of 
heating per unit length dQo within the animlar space can be represented as 

where f( r) is the electrical conductance of the annular plasma cylinder considered and 
is given by 

f(r) = 2nr dm(r) 

Thus we can write, 

dQ 0 = crCJ(r) dr 

where c is a constant. The rate of heating inside the plasma cylinder of radius 1· is 
given by · . 

J:cm(r) dr=cF(r) (say) (2) 

Now first considering one dimensional (z) case and assuming that the charged 
particles are undergoing am bipolar diffusion in the z~direction of the plasma, the 
steady state perturbed distribution function J.1 may be given by the relation 

afeo(z, Vx, Vy, Vz) eEz afeo 
Vz a +--a = -Vmefel 

Z me Vz 
(3) 

where feo and vme are the equilibrium distribution function and electron-atom 
collision frequency respectively and Ez is the field produced in the z~direction due to 
the diffusion of charged particles. For the present case the equilibrium distribution 
function (maxwellian) may be given by, . 

( 
m )3/2 ( m v

2
) 

feo(z, Vx, Vy, Vz) = </>(z) 2nk~ e exp - 2;Te (4) 

where </>(z) is related to the electron density by 

n(z)=n0 </>(z)=n0 [ 1-(~YJ (5) 

The field Ez which arrests the tendency of having unequal diffusion speeds for the 
heavier and lighter charged particle species, may be obtained as 

E = __ 1_ D.-D;. d</>(z) 
z </>(z) f..Le+f..L; dz 

(6) 

(assuming n.~n;) where D., f..Le, D; and f..L; are the diffusion coefficients and mobilities 
of electrons and ions respectively. . . 

· The total distribution function fe = feo + J.1 for electrons undergoing diffusion 
thus may be obtained using eqns. (3), (4) and (6). Thus one finds the electronic 
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contribution of heat fiux by using the relation 

He= III:: no(~mev2)vzfedvxdvydvz 
which is obtained as: 

or, 

H = -K dTe -~D dcjJ(z) kT +~ kT De-Di dcjJ(z) 
e e d 2 e d no e 2 0 elle + . d 

. Z Z fle /1, Z 
(7) 

where 

is the el_ectronic thermal conductivity of plasma, where we have used the relation 

kTe 
De=--

mevme 

Under relevant approximations, 

eqn. (7) can be rewritten as 

dTe 5 d</J(z) 
H = -K ---n0 kT DA--e e dz 2 e dz (8) 

where D A= /lJ!le De is the approximate am bipolar diffusion coefficient. The second 
term of the right-hand side of eqn. (8) can be interpreted in the following way: · 

The flux of electrons te executing ambipolar d,iffusion is given by, 

dn(z) d</J(z) re= -DA--= -DAno--
dz dz 

Therefore, energy flux carried away by these electrons will be the average kinetic 
energy multiplied by re . 

Again, average kinetic energy ockTe. 
Thus heat flux will be, 

· ' dc/J(z) 
Hamb =-constant kTenoDA--

4z 

Hence, the second term on the right-hand side of eqn. (8) is the heat flux due to the 
ambipolar diffusion of electrons. · · 

The totaJ heat flux, however, will contain other terms H; and H" for the ion 
species and the neutral particle species respectively. H; can be neglected in 
comparison to He since ion temperature is very small in comparison to that of 
electrons. 
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Thus 

or 

H =-~no ~cp(z)T dTe -~nokT /1; D dcp(z) -K dTn 
2 me Vme · e dz 2 e fle e dz n dz 

where Kn is the thermal conductivity for the mercury gas. 
Assuming cylindrical symmetry z can be replaced by the radial variable T. 

lienee · 

5 n 0 k 2 
· dTe 5 /1; dcp(T) . dTn 

H = --- -· cp(r)Te---nokTe-De---kn-. 
2 me Vme dr 2 . fle dT dT 

The heat flow across the plasma cylinder of unit length of radius r is given by, 

[ 
5 n0 k2 dTe 5 fl; ~cp(T) dT"] 

cF(r)=2nr -- --¢.(T)Te----nokTe-De---Kn-
2 me Vme dr 2 fle dT dT 

or, assuming Te(r) = Te i.e. some suitable average value of electron temperature 
within the plasma column, 

C ---=2n -- ---Te(Teo-Tew)+-nokTe-De(c/Jo -c/Jw)+kn(Tno -Tnwl lR F(T)dr [5 n 0 k2 cp(r)- 5 - /1; J 
o r 2 me Vme 2 fle 

(9) 

where the suffices 0 and w refer to the values of the relevant quantities at the axis and 
at the wall respectiveiy. Again, let __ -Q~''turn our attention to eqn. (2), 

LR cnr(r)dr=cF(R) = Q0 (say) 

where Q0 is the total rate of heating inside the plasma column of unit length. Thus, 

Qo 
c=--

F(R) 

Now using eqn. (2a) we have from eqn. (9) 

(henceforth omitting the bar sign over Tel 
where 

lRF(r) 
A= -dr/F(R) 

o r 

with 

5 no e· 
(f.=---

2 me Vme 

and 

(2a) 

(ll) 

(12) 

(13) 

4H2 
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The electrical conductivity at the axis of the plasma column is given by the relation, 

Thus, 

and 

noe2 
cro=-

m.vme 

f3=fj_ crok2 f.J.;T2 
2 e2 f.J.e e 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Assuming </>(r)~t to a first approximation, we can rewrite eqn. (10) in the form 

. 5 k2 f.J.; k2 2 
AQ0 =-n2aoT.(Teo -T.w)+5n- 2Te(4>o -4>w)ao+2nKn(Tno -Tnwl (17) 

2 e f.J.e e 

The quantity (Tno- Tnwl can be known experimentally by using thermometers (vide 
experimental arrangement). If the longitudinal electric field of the plasma ·is 
assumed to be uniform throughout the cross-section of the plasma the quantity 
(T.- T ~) becomes a constant parameter within it. 
Thus one can assume 

TeO - T ew = T nO - T nw 

Hence eqn. (17) takes the form, 

. . 5 k2 (J 0 f.J.; k2 (J 0 2 K n 
Qo =-n2 -AT.(Tno -Tnwl +5n- 2 -ATe +2n-A (Tno -Tnw) (18) 

2 e f.J.e e 

where we have put ¢ 0 = 1 and 4>w = 0 according to the proposed distribution function. 

R j'm(r)dr r Jo dr 
Jo r 

The quantity A= iR 
ra(r)dr 

0 

can be determined if a(r) is known beforehand. 
Equation (18) ca:ri also be written as 

Qo=Qx+Qv+Qn 

where 

(19) 

(20) 

is the rate of heat flow from the plasma per unit length to the wall due to electronic 
thermal conductivity, · 

• f.J.; k2 ao 2 
Qv=5n---T 

f.l.e e2 A e (21) 
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is the heat flow rate due to ambipolar diffusion of electrons; and 
. . 

(22) 

is the heat flow rate due to thermal conduction of neutral particles. 

3. Experimental arrangement and results 
The schematic experimental arrangement is shown in the Figure. The apparatus 

consists of a mercury arc tube (length: 30 em, internal diameter: 1·5 em; external 
diameter: 1·8cm) with the usual d.c. source, rheostat (R), ammeter (A) arrange
ments. The arc tube has got some special constructional features. A condenser of 
length 20 em is fitted along the mid-portion of the tube to facilitate the flow of water 
around the positive column of the mercury arc. The temperature of the outflowing 
water can be measured with an ordinary mercury thermometer fitted with the 
condenser. A thin glass capsule conta!ning a small platinum-wire coil is pliteed at the 
axis of the tube. The coil, having its leads outside the tube, serves as a platinum 
resistance thermometer. The other accessories which are required to record the 
resistance of the thermometer at different temperatures are not shown in the Figure. 

MERCURY 
THERMOMETER. 

TUNGSTEN PROBES. 

WATER 

INLET. TO VACUUM PLATINUM RES. 
THERMOMETER. 

PUMP. 

ARC TUBE. 

CONDENSER. 
WATER OUTLET. 

A D.C. SOURCE. 

The schematic experimental arrangement. 

There is also a double probe arrangement to measure the voltage across the positive 
column and one of the probes may be utilized to measure the electron temperature. 

The experimental procedure is quite straightforward. The platinum resistance 
thermometer is first calibrated and water is made to flow through the condenser. The 
arc is then drawn along the tube. Some time is allowed to pass to achieve the thermal 
equilibrium of the platinum thermometer with the mercury vapour at the axis. The 
temperature of the platinum thermometer reads Tn0 , the temperature at the axis. 
The mercury thermometer reads the temperature() of the outflowing water. Owing 
to the finite conductivity of glass, this() is not the actual peripheral temperature of 
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the plasma. Knowing the thickness and the conductivity (k9 ) of glass of the tube, the 
actual peripheral temperature T nw is calculated. The experiment is repeated for 
different discharge currents. In each case the rate of supply of heat Q0 is calculated 
by knowing the discharge current and the voltage across the plasma column under 
study. The experimental results are given below in tabular form (Table 1) which is 
sel(explanatory. The Q0 s have been calculated from the measured values of E and J. 

Table l. 

Longi- Tempera- Tempera- Actual 
tudinal ture at ture of gas tern- Electron Av. gas 

Discharge eleCtric the the out perature at tempera- tempera-
current field Q0 in axis flowing the ture(probe ture 

(amperes) (volt/em) (ergs/ (oC) water (8) periphery T.o-Tnw meas.) T.~T"(I( 
(I) (E) ems) (T.o) (OC) (T,w)(°C) (OC) (K) (K) 

2·3 0·685 1·57 102·8 37·5 41·3 61·5 1·76 X 104 345·10 
3·1 0·472- l-46 105·5 38·0 41·6 63·9 3·5 X 103 346·55 
4·0 0·425 1·70 lll-4 39·0 43·1 68·3 3·23 X 103 350·30 

4. Discussion 
In a previous paper (Ghosal et al. 1978) the electrical conductivity distribution 

function was determined for an arc plasma in an arc tube having the same dimension 
as the present one and the discharge conditions also were the same. Hence here also 
we assume the same set of distribution functions at 2·3 A, 3·1 A and 4·0 A. of ~· 
discharge currents. The value· of the quantity 

J: J:'":')dr dr 

A 

J:ra(r)dr 

where a(r) = a 0[1- (r/R) 2t, the parameter n being dependent on discharge currents, 
may be solved numerically. Given below in Table 2 the values of a0 , n, and A at 
different discharge currents. 

Table 2. 

Discharge O"o 
current (A) (I) ·(mhos/em) n A 

2·3 6·26 2·293 0·8800 
3-l 18·05 3·859 1·0561 
4·0 26·55 3·984 1·0676 

In.Table 3 the values of quantities Q0, QK and Q. (in joule/ems.) are inserted for 
three different discharge currents (2·3 A, 3·1 A and 4·0 A). To obtain Q., the value of 
k. has been takl:m to be 1·5 x 105 calf ems obtained from the kinetic theory data for 

.., 
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Table :3. 

Qo, QK QD Q. T. Electron 
I (erg/em (erg/em (erg/em (erg/ems) QK/Qo qeh (K) energy 

(A) s) s) s) (eV) 

2·3 1-58 0·45 1-12 2·76 X 10- 2 0·28 0·371 1·76 X 104 2·97 
3-l 1·46 0·22 1·24 2·40 x 10-2 0·15 9·723 3·50 X 103 0·45 
4·0 1·70 0·32 1·38 2·53 x 10- 2 0·19 9·149 3·23 X 103 0·42 

mercury gas. It may clearly be seen that there is little contribution of Qn, i.e. the heat 
flow due to neutral particles, to the total heat flow rate. It is also observed that heat 
flow due to electronic thermal conductivity is below 30% of the total flow rate for 
2·3 A· discharge current and at lower electron temperatures the contribution of 
electronic thermal conductivity term decreases and in the present situation heat is 
mainly carried :;tway to the wall by electrons due to am bipolar diffusion. The column 
for Qn has bee,n obtained from eqn. (19) and Qn has been neg~ected. 

Now eqn. (21) may be utilized to obtain the mobility ratio J.l;/J.le or expressing 
this ratio in terms of the mean free path ratio ),;/),e one obtains from eqn. (21) 

(23) 

where T; is the average ion temperature. 
Here we shall make another assumption: 

where Tn is the average gas temperature, and so we can rewrite eqn. (23) as 

. _ J(m·) k2 
cr0 T;i

2 (g·) Qn-5n 2 A T1/2 m; e n g; 

Where qe/q; is the ratio of the electro~-atom to ion-atom cross-section. Irt.the 
seventh column of Table 3 the obtained values of qe/q; are inserted. Since in· the 
present experiment the ion energy remains fairly constant, we can assume q; to be a 
constant quantity. Thus it may be seen that there is a remarkable increase of 
electron-atom collision cross-section as the electron temperature falls to a value of 
the orderof3 x 103 K (at discharge currents 3·1 and 4·0A) from its value 1·76 x 104 K 
at 2·3 A discharge current. 

In the ninth column the electron energies are inserted in electron volts. The 

1 
electron-Hg [!,tom collision cross-section can be estimated from Brode's measure
ments (Brode 1933 and Massey 1969). But for energies < 1 eV the q. values are not 
well known (Von Engel 1964). However, q. can be obtained from Brode's curve for 
electron energy 2·97 e V. This is found to be 6·226 x 10- 15 cm2

. Utilizing this value of 
q. the value of q; is obtained to be 16·78 x 150- 15 cm2

. This value shows quite an 
order of magnitude agreement with the mercury atom-atom collision cross-section, 
which is 4n.J2r2 ,;8·059 x 10- 15 cm2

, wherer is the radius of the mercury atom. This 
agreement not only justifies our previous arguments hut also the obtained value of g; 
can be utilized to determine the values of q. at two different electron energies below 
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1 eV, thus enabling us to extend Brode's curve in the lower electron energies (Table 
4). Our results also corroborate with results obtained by Margenau and Adler (1950) 
who predicted an occurrence of maxima in the region oflower electron energies from 
where Brode's measurements begin. The obtained high values of electron-atom 
collision cross-sections at lower electron energies aJso explains the sudden fall of 
electron temperature at higher discharge currents, since as the current is. increased 
the vapour pressure ofHg increases, and thereby lowers the electron energy to some 
extent. These low energy electrons again suffer greater number of collisions due to 
a sharp rise of q. at lower electron energies, thereby lowering the electron energy 
again and the process continues until the equilibrium is reached. 

Table 4. 

Discharge Electron q. 
current (A) energy (eV) (cm2

) 

2·3 2·97 6·23 X 10- 15 

3·1 0·45 1·63 x w- 13 

4·0 0·42 1·53 x w- 13 
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